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Cloud Integration
**AdvancedEventMesh Sender & Receiver Adapter**

- The **AdvancedEventMesh** adapter enables SAP Integration Suite to connect to SAP Integration Suite, advanced event mesh.

- Use the AdvancedEventMesh sender adapter to receive messages from SAP Integration Suite, advanced event mesh. Use the AdvancedEventMesh receiver adapter to send messages to SAP Integration Suite, advanced event mesh.

- The adapter uses the Solace Message Format (SMF) message protocol.

- It is available with the SAP Integration Suite, standard and premium editions.

- Support for various authentication modes:
  - Basic
  - Client Certificate
  - OAuth2
Adapter Proxy Settings in Edge Runtime

You can now define proxy settings for the following adapters in Edge runtime:

- ELSTER Receiver Adapter
- Configure the SFTP Sender Adapter
- Configure the SFTP Receiver Adapter
- Configure the SFTP Sender Adapter Used with the Poll Enrich Step
• Search of an existing flow steps in integration flow editor based on **type, name** and **Id**
• Search would be available in **read** and **edit mode** of integration flow
• Extended existing search toolbar to cater to both add step and search existing step in integration flow editor
• Enable you to navigate from the **Monitoring** and **Inspect** screen to view the deployed artifact and search the flow steps.

**Search in read mode for a Groovy script that contains “Prepare” within the step name**

**Search in edit mode to add a new Groovy script**
Move headers and properties in content modifier flow step

• Headers and properties in a content modifier are processed from top to bottom.

• You can now move the properties and headers in a content modifier step up and down to decide the order of processing them.

• If you like to process the header or properties in a certain order, first add all your entries and then use the "move" actions to sort them in the order of your choice. See: Define Content Modifier

Message mapping – New standard functions added

Two new standard functions – `getHeader` and `getProperty` – are added so that you can fetch the headers and properties from the message exchange without having to write custom scripts.

See: Creating Message Mapping as a Flow Step
Analysis of metered messages

Self-service to analyze the number of metered messages processed by active integration flows within a selected date range

• Differentiates between messages that are exclusively exchanged between SAP applications and chargeable ones
• Identification of integration flows with most number of messages in a selected data range
• Time interval of up to 31 days is supported for this analysis.
• User needs an assignment to the **PI_Business_Expert** and **PI_Administrator** role collections to work with this feature.
• Download a report for further verification and audit purposes
Inspect resource usage

Extended with system memory

• **Empower customers** to control resource utilization by their integration flows

• **Common use cases**
  – Resource overview at a glance,
  – Troubleshooting bottlenecks
  – Identify trends in integration flows

• Messages processed by integration flows at runtime consume system memory.

• You can now **inspect system memory usage** by the integration flows that are processed on the tenant.

• Memory consumption depends on the following two factors:
  - Message throughput
  - Integration flow design

[Diagram illustrating the process: Insight, Identify top consumers, Data, Inspect resource usage, Guidance to issue resolution, Adjust integration flows, Action]
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Support for the EDI Standard TRADACOMS

• TRADACOMS is an early standard for EDI primarily used in the UK retail sector. It was introduced in 1982, one of the precursors of EDIFACT. Default encoding is “ISO-8859-1”.

• Unlike EDIFACT, TRADACOMS does not use a single message format, but instead uses multiple messages which constitute a transmission.

• You can now design integration scenarios that use the EDI (Electronic Data Interchange) standard TRADACOMS.

• Integration Advisor has been enhanced to provide required content for TRADACOMS.

• Trading Partner Management is also enhanced to support TRADACOMS.

• The related integration flow steps have been also enhanced accordingly. See:
  • Define EDI Extractor
  • Define EDI Splitter
  • Define EDI to XML Converter
  • Define XML to EDI Converter
Other updates

- You can now also use the following SASL mechanism for the authentication of Kafka servers when using the Kafka sender and receiver adapter: **SCRAM-SHA-512**.  
  See: Configure the Kafka Sender Adapter and Configure the Kafka Receiver Adapter

- The IDoc Receiver Adapter provides a new parameter to configure the message ID. You can use this feature to implement scenarios that guarantee end-to-end Exactly Once delivery.  
  See: Configure the IDoc Receiver Adapter

- You can now directly open an integration flow in the integration flow editor from the creation screen. Earlier, you had to create the integration flow, go the the Artifacts list view of the package, and then navigate to the editor.  
  See: Creating an Integration Flow

- While modeling an API for the Edge Integration Cell runtime for on-premises to on-premises integration scenarios we support you now in retrieving information related to the virtual host for the selected runtime profile and the API endpoint URL from the API artifact creation wizard.  
  See: Create an API artifact using URL and Create an API using an imported API definition

- The search logic for messages has been improved in such a way that it also performs efficiently under high load conditions. The retrieval of the number of messages has been decoupled from the message search. As a result, the list of messages is displayed even while the system is still determining the number of messages.  
  See: Monitor Message Processing
Some more updates

- You can now manually adjust the validity time of your access token during the creation of your service instance. See: [Creating Service Instance and Service Key for Inbound Authentication](#).

- You can now manually deactivate the pin certificate functionality to be able to use renewed certificates without additional configuration. See: [Creating Service Instance and Service Key for Inbound Authentication](#).

- In message mapping, you can now design a multi-mapping definition by using JSON schemas.

- You can now read message processing log level at runtime via script. In order to conserve resources, you can model the scenario in such a way that the information is only determined when it is really needed. See: [Setting Log Levels](#).

- You can now configure connection retry to the target system in case of failed HTTP requests. The feature is available only with the tenants running on the Neo environment with software version 7.18.xx and above. See: [HTTP Receiver Adapter](#).

- The ELSTER receiver adapter supports now version 39 of the Eric library. The new version provides the annual versions for the employment tax notification (ETNotif) and advance return tax on sales/purchases (UVA). See SAP note [3381451](#), SAP note [3399546](#).
Migration Assessment and Migration tool
Migration Assessment and Migration tool improvements at a glance

Migration Assessment
• New assessment rules
  – Evaluate postprocessing steps of mail sender adapter (delete, mark as read, archive)
  – Sender mail transport protocol
  – Error handling of sender REST adapter
  – Evaluate parameters of URL in sender REST adapter
• Maintain SAP Process Orchestration system version in destination

Migration tool
• New migration templates
  – Multicast
  – Recipient list with Order at Runtime
• Supporting AS2 adapter
• Import Message Mapping Objects with Dependent Resources
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You can now migrate ICOs that contain message mapping objects that have dependent resources

- Create reusable message mapping artifacts while importing message mapping objects from ESR
- Import message mapping objects that further refers to function library objects
- Identify supported and unsupported dependent resources of the message mapping objects and appropriately import them
SAP Application Interface Framework
New SAP Application Interface Framework tutorials

Determine Recipients by Key Fields

Define recipients based on key field values to be able to dispatch messages in the message monitor of SAP Application Interface Framework to different users or processing teams.

You will learn:
- How to define a single key field
- How to create recipients
- How to create and maintain a recipient assignment table

Prerequisites:
- You've set up SAP Application Interface Framework
- SAP GUI 7.30 or later, ABAP 6.0
- You've completed the tutorial: Create a Simple IDoc Interface

Alexander Bundeau - January 17, 2024

Determine Recipients by Message Categories

Define recipients based on message categories to be able to dispatch messages in the message monitor of SAP Application Interface Framework to different users or processing teams.

You will learn:
- How to define message categories
- How to create recipients
- How to create and maintain a recipient assignment table

Prerequisites:
- You've set up SAP Application Interface Framework
- SAP GUI 7.30 or later, ABAP 6.0
- You've completed the tutorial: Customize an IDoc Interface with Runtime and Monitoring

Alexander Bundeau - January 17, 2024
Upgrade to third party connectors
Action required: Move previous non-SAP adapters to new adapter versions

As per SAP note 3001980 the following previous adapter versions are deprecated since December 31st, 2020:
• Salesforce, Amazon Web Services, Microsoft Dynamics, SugarCRM

There haven't been any new features or enhancements for these previous adapter versions.

As of March 1st, 2024, the previous adapter versions will no longer run.

Action required

• Option 1: Migrate to updated new adapter versions and benefit from multiple new features
  – Migration support documented in SAP Work Zone, e. g. Salesforce adapter, Amazon Web Services adapter
  – Request access to SAP Work Zone at Annemarie Kiefer (annemarie.kiefer@sap.com)
  – SAP offers tips and tricks
  – Rojo Consultancy as the adapter expert offers consultancy services. Fees apply.
  – For further question and support, open a ticket on the “LOD-HCI-PI-CON-TPRO” component, subject: “Help with upgrading to the OEM adapters”

• Option 2: Purchase new Advantco adapter versions from Advantco with support from Advantco only

• For both options: Delete integration flows using the adapters that are no longer in use and undeploy adapters
Thank you.
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